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ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS OF AN EFFECTIVE DATA QUALIFICATION
Elegnor W. Jenkin_

Westinghouse Savannah River Company ,
Aiken, SC USA

Abstract Monitoring Section at SRS, it is
impossible to qualify each of the

Before dataisusedinany statistical analytical observations as they areentered
evaluation, it should be subjected to a into the system because of the
thoroughdataqualificationtoensureits tremendousquarterlyvolumeofdata.
integrity.Dataqualificationeffortsmay Presentedinthispaperaresomeofthe
varyinscopebutshouldallcontain methodsthathavebeenusedbythe
certain basic elements. Outliers should be Applied Statistics Group at SRS to make
eliminated so that any estimates obtained the data as representative of the wastesite
from the data will not be overly biased, as possible. Two tests for outliers are
Plots may be generated to uncover included, as well as a discussion of
potential outliers, and these observations Kendalrs tau statistic. This
can be confmned as being anomalous nonparametric statistic may be used as a
through the use of statistical testing, test for trend, and the statistic may be
Non-stationarity of the data (i.e., time modified to adjust for any seasonal
trends) may also be initially identified effects or serial dependence.
through the use of plots and confirmed by
the results of statistical analyses, e.g., the
use of the Kendalrs tau statistic. When Elimination of Outliers
the dataset has been qualified, replicates
and duplicates should be averaged to Outliers present a dilemma when
create a pseudo-independence between evaluating data. Including outliers will
data points. An algorithm based on the inflate both of the estimates of the
groundwater data from the Savannah population mean and variance; on the
River Site has been used by the Applied other hand, outliers may represent real
Statistics Group at Westinghouse properties of the data that need to be
Savannah River Company for this. evaluated.

A visual inspection of the data is
Introduction always a good way to b_,ginsearching for

outliers. Graphs of the analytical results
Data obtained from the large network by other variables can be used to

of groundwater monitoring wells at the determine whether or not any of the
Savannah River Site (SRS) is used for a outliers may be due to explainable causes.
wide variety of reasons. Evaluations of Graphs of the results by lab could show
analytical results obtained from the that most of the anomalous results were
contractual laboratories must be made by a single laboratory, while graphs
performed in order to determine of the results by analytical method could
constituents of concern for a specific show that certain methods are not as
wastesite, perform geostatistical analyses, accurate as others. However, data points
or provide other support needed for should never be eliminated based solely
waste.site documentation. The results of on visual inspection. Instead, the
the analyses are very dependent upon the observations should be labeled as being
reliability of the data. If the data contains suspicious and held out for further
no hazard, it is possible to either label a assessment.
constituent as aconstituent ofconcern
when it presents no real hazard or to miss One way to quantitatively evaluate
placing an analyte that does present a data for outliers is to use the test for
hazard on a regulatory list. outliers found in Dixon (1957). This test

uses as a test statistic the ratio of the
While the data is subject to cursory largest and either the second or third

examinations by the Environmental largest observation with the range of the



data from the largest to one of the three where 1.483 is a correction factor used to
smallest observations. The value of this make the estimator consistent with the
ratio is compared to a tabular critical value usual standard deviation estimate from the
based on the size of the dataset and the normal distribution (Rousseeuw, 1990).
desired confidence level. The test A normal z-score is then formed using
statistics are listed below along with the these parameters instead of the usual
sample sizes appropriate for their use. sample average and variance. If a

X(i ) represents the ith order statistic, datapoint is three standard deviations
away from the median, i.e., its z-score is

where X(1) >...> X(i ) >...X(,). This greater than three, it can be considered an
ordering is reversed if the outliers are outlier.
smaller than the rest of the observations,
and the order of subtraction is reversed in Both outlier tests assume the
the numerator and denominator of each of individual data in question follow a
the test statistics, normal distribution, an unreal expectation

if the data is heavily censored (as most
Table 1.0: Test Statistics for Dixon's laboratory data is). A possible solution to
Outlier Test this problem is to transform the data

using natural logarithms and proceed with
Number of the tests from there. In addition, the

Observations Test Statistic calculation of the statistics for the second
test is more difficult than that in Dixon's

3-7 Rto X(1) - X(a) test; however, the interpretation of the= results is easier and does not require the
X(I) - X(n) use of a separate table. Both tests should

8-10 Rt t XO) - X(9) be used with caution and are not= recommended as f'maljudgements in any
X(I) - X(n-I) situation.

11-13 Rat = XO) - X(3)
X(1) _ X(n_l) Analyzing Trends

14-25 Rm = X(l) - X(3) Trends in the data make the
X0) - X(n-a) responsible organizations aware that there

is a possibility that a plume is moving

Critical values for these statistics are through the waste site or that constituent
presented in tabular form in Dixon amounts are affected by seasonal weatherpatterns. As with finding outliers, the
(1957). first step in analyzing trends is to make a

A second test for outliers can be visual inspection of the data. Trends may
have developed within the last few

found in Rousseeuw (1990). Rousseeuw quarters,or some seasonal fluctuations in
recommends using the median of the the data may be observed. There may
dataset as an estimate of the population even be cases where trends were present
mean and using the median of the for a couple of years during the middleabsolute values of the deviations from the
sample median as a standard deviation stages of the monitoring. At any rate,

" estimate. The standard deviation estimate these trend possibilities may be noted and
analyzed through the use of statistics.

is calculated using Several methods are available for
testing for trends in the data. Both

medianlx, median(xi)I (1) parametric and nonparametric correlation
S = 1.483"

j=-I....., J i=t.....n statistics are discussed and compared in
Berryman, et. al. (1988). In addition,
Hughes and Millard (1988) present
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statistics to be used to test for trends n n

w o.  .so d. Z Y,)
However, the expected rank vector i=l j=l

methodology explored in Hughes and T = )1/2 (4)Millard is computationally intensive and (did2
may not be worthwhile if the trend will be
used as a secondary indicator parameter, where

One ofthemorepopularstatisticsthat dt= n(n- I)- _ u(u- 1)
may beusedtoanalyzetrendsis
Kendall'stau.The Kendalrstaustatistic d2= n(n-I)- _ v(v-I)
isoftendcf'medasameasureof

associationbetweenvariablesinany The correctionforthenumberofties
bivariatepopulation(Gibbons,1985). presentisinthedenominator,whereu
An unbiasedestimatorT ofxmay be andvarethemultiplicityofatieintheX
computedas andY setsofobservations,respectively.

Thesummationsinthedenominatorarc
n n doneoverallties.ThevariabilityofT as

ZZsgn(xj - Xi)sgn(Yj - Yi) given in equation (4) is
T = i=lj=l (2)

I{, 1n(n- 1) wff) = ig+ t2+t3 (5)

and sgn(a)- if a - 0. where

if a > 0 tI = n(n- 1)(2n + 5)- Zu(u- 1)(2u + 5)

This measure of association may be -Zv(v- 1)(2v + 5)

d v lop di.to. for trend if one of [Zu(u - 1)][Zv(v - 1)]
the variables, X or Y, represents time. In t2 =
this case, letting Y represent time, 2n(n - 1)

equation (2) reduces to [Zu(u- 1)(u - 2)][Zv(v - 1)(v- 2)]
t3 = 9n(n-1)(n- 2)n n

_ sgn(X] - Xi) and k is the denominator from equation
T = i=l)=t (3) (4).

n(n - 1) The critical values and variance
estimates for Kendalrs tau have been

since sgn(Yj-Yi) will always equal 1. calculated assuming that the underlying
This adaptation of Kendalrs tau is also data distribution is continuous.
known as the Mann test for trend Therefore, an important point to
(Gibbons, 1985). remember is that it is assumed that ties are

the result of measurement problems as
These estimates of x may be biased opposed to being a result of the

low in the presence of tied observations, distribution itself being discrete. This
An alternate formula for T from equation applies to the analytical results; however,
(2) that adjusts for this is censoring values may pose additional

problems. Values of T obtained from the
sample results may becompared with
critical values of T which are given in
tables of the Kendalrs tau statistic. In



addition, normal approximations for x are using this statistic do not require an
available for sample sizes greater than 30. assumption of independence.
The critical values for T then become

+za/2 * _/Var(T) for a two-sided test. Creating Pseudo-Independence
One-sided tests are obtained by replacing

za/2 with za. The final stage in the data analysis of
In addition to the regular application groundwater monitoring data at the

of Kendalrs test is the seasonally Savannah River Site is the creation of
adjusted test given in Hughes and Millard pseudo-independent sampling points. A
(1988) that f'wst appeared in Hirsch, et. certain percentage of all of the water
al. (1982). This test was originally samples obtained at SRS waste sites are
proposed by Hirsch et. al. in 1982. The sent for replicate and duplicate analyses.
test is based upon Sk, k = 1 to T, where Therefore, there are many quarters ahere

there is more than one analytical result.
An algorithm has been developed by the

Sk = _ E sgn(Xjk - Xik)' (6) Applied Statistics Group at SRS that
i<j helps to mitigate some of the

where T is the number of seasons. Each independence problems.
Because well sampling is usually

of the Xik are ordered by time. The null done on a quarterly basis, quarter
hypothesis to be tested is that there is no averages are used to combine all results
trend, i.e., E(Sk)----0with a variance given obtained during this time period. The
by following algorithm was developed as a

way to form these averages and determine

Var(Sk ) = nk(n k -1)(2n t + 5) which ones might be considered to be18 below detection.

gUik(Uik 1)(2Uik+5)" (7)-- (1) All replicate results using the
18 same method within the same

laboratory, quarter, well, and
The seasonally adjusted test statistic, analyte were averaged for a

S', is the sum of the Sk's over all method mean. If 50% or
seasons. The variance of S"is given by more of the individual

T replicate results were above

Var(S') = _ Var(Sk). (8) detection, the method mean
k--1 was defined as above

Hirsch, et. al., (1982) recommend the detection.
use of a continuity correction when (2) The method means from (1)
forming Z-scores from any of the Kendall within the same laboratory,
test statistics. The normal approximation quarter, well, and analyte
is recommended for use in evaluating the were averaged for a
results of the seasonal Kendalrs statistic, laboratory mean. If 50% or
This normal approximation is listed as more of the method means
adequate by the above authors for ni=3 were above detection, the
for all i when T is 12. The authors also laboratory mean was defined

. recommend tying all observations that are as above detection.
less than or equal to the highest reported (3) The laboratory means from
detection limit before calculating the (2) within quarter, well, and
statistic. Hirsch and Slack (1984) present analyte were averaged to get
an adaptation to the variance of the a quarter mean. If 50% or
seasonal Kendall's tau so that any tests more of the laboratory means

were above detection, then
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the quarter mean was defined Gibbons, Jean Dickinson, blonparametric
as above detection. Statistical Inference. Second Edition,

Marcel Dekker, Inc., New York, NY,
Conclusions 1985.

Hirsch, Robert M., and James R. Slack,
The Applied Statistics Group at SRS "A Nonparametric Trend Test for

has had su_ using the above Seasonal Data With Serial
methods. However, caveats are always Dependence", Water Resources
applicable. Both of the quantitative tests Research, Vol. 20, No. 6, June
for outliers rely upon a normality 1984, pp. 727-732.
assumption and neither adjusts for the Hirsch, Robert M., James R. Slack, and
possibility of censoreddata. Therefore, Richard A. Smith, "Techniques of
running these tests on some Trend Analysis for Monthly Water
transformation of the data may be Quality Data", Water Resources
appropriate. In addition, there should Research, Vol. 18, No. 1, February
always be justification from other sources 1982, pp. 107-121.
for eliminating any suspect data, e.g., Hughes, James P. and Steven P. Millard,
laboratory contamination of blank "A Tau-Like Test for Trend in the
samples. Presence of Multiple Censoring

Test results from the Kendalrs tau Points", Water Resources Bulletin,
statistic that appear to be significant (close Vol. 24, No. 3, June 1988, pp. 521-
to 1 or -1) may not be depending upon 531.
the sample size. Violations of Rousseeuw, Peter J., "Robust Estimation
independence assumptions may also bias and Identifying Outliers", Handbook
any test results for trend detection. The of Statistical Methods for Engineers
modifications presented by Hirsch, eL _nd Scientists, Harrison M.
al., and Hirsch and Slack, however, Wadsworth, ed., McGraw-Hill
should be used to lessen the severity of Publishing Company, New York,
any dire consequences. 1990.

The uniqueness of datasets ensures
that none of the methods presented here
are considered the best for all of them.
Advancing technologies and regulatory
requirements often put new twists on
problems. Detection limits improve and
problem definitions change along with
reporting requirements. Therefore,
exploration into other methods of data
qualification will be ongoing.
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